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Veryhighpressureandaccelerationisnecessaryto launchflierplatesto hyper-
velocities.Inaddition,thehighpressureloadingmustbe uniform,structured,and
shockless,i.e.,time-dependentto preventtheflierplatefromeitherfracturingor
melting.In thispaper,a noveltechniqueis describedwhichallowsthe use of
megabarlevel loadingpressures,and 109 g accelerationto launchintactflier
platestovelocitiesof 12.2km/s.
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INTRODUCTION

In thispaper, a historicalperspective is presentedon the developmentof labo-
ratorylaunchcapabilitiesfrom the standpointof use as research and develop-
men; tools to generate extremely precise equation-of-state data to multi-
megabar pressure regimes. The pressuresgenerated in a material depend
directly on its shock impedance and the shock impedance of the impacting
material. The shock impedance of a material is defined as the productof its
density and the acousticsound speed. The megabar shock pressure regime
involvescomplexthermodynamicbehaviorof the materialsincludingmeltand
vaporization. Extremely interestingphysicalproperties of materialsand their
pressureeffects[1-3], such as those associatedwith elasticwave propagation,
anelasticity,shockviscosity,plasticity,strength,spall, polymorphicphase tran-
sitions,piezoelectricity,and ferroelectricityare of relevance for studiesat rela-
tively lowerpressures.

EARLY DEVELOPMENTS

Prior to the discoveryof black powdersometime in the thirteenth century, the
primary methods of propelling projectiles were by means of mechanical
energysources,such as the bow and arrowand the catapult.The inventionof
black powder paved the way for the development of cannons and fire arms
whichwere the precursorsto what is now commonlyreferred to as the propel-
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lant gun. The principle of gun operationis primarily based on using the energy
release from high pressure gases - such as those obtained from the propellant
gaseous products in powder guns or cannons - to propel projectiles to high
velocities. The operation of the cannon remained essentially unchanged for
nearly five hundred years with the maximum projectile velocity being limited to
- 0.3 km/s. With developments in-high strength steel and the invention of
more stable nitrocellulose propellants in the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth century, the maximum velocity of guns was increased to 0.8 km/s [4].

DEVELOPMENTS BETWEEN WWI AND WWII

Up to the end of World War I very littleprogresswas made in understanding
the interiorballisticsof guns - primarilybecause of the lack of instrumentation
capable of accurate measurementsof the short-durationhigh-pressurepulse.
The developmentof the piezoelectricgauge in 1922 ledto the study of interior
ballistics i.e., to investigationof the relationshipbetween the length of the bar-
rel, the propellantmass, the pressure pulsegenerated inthe powderchamber,
the projectile mass, and the projectilevelocity. Most of the studies prior to
World War II were motivatedfrom the standpointof understandingand improv-
ing the interiorballisticsof the propellantgun systems [5], but not in terms of
increased velocity launchcapabilities.Studieswere primarilyfocussed in the
areas of improving propellant charges, reducingbarrel erosion, developing
mobilelaunchers, and minimizinggun recoil[6].

Further developmentsin explosivestechnology,such as those associatedwith
casting, machining, and fabrication which were directly related to the World
War i! efforts, led to the design and implementation of an explosive plane
wave lens [7]. This was a significant achievement and laid the ground work for
the development of shock compression science as a disc;pline in its own right.
The early use of the explosive lens, which was capable of launching plates up
to 6 km/s, generated shock Hugoniot data for many materials [8] up to
50 GPa. Perhaps one of the most significant scientific discoveries at the time
was the determination of the multiple-wave structure in iron [9], that revealed
the 13 GPa polymorphic phase transformation. The multiple-wave structure
consisted of an elastic wave followed by a plastic wave up to 13 GPa, and
subsequently a phase transformation wave. The dynamic data yielded the first
measurement of a phase transition in iron under pressure, and set the stage
for scientific interactions with the static pressure community [10] which exist to
this date.

POST WWll EFFORTS

The explosive lens is inherently a useful tool for the study of the equation-of-
state of materials at higher pressures. However, in many respects the more
interesting physics, based on the measurements of two-wave structures i.e.,



elastic-plastic wave propagation in materials, were dominant at lower pres-
sures. The need and the desire to understand material behavior at lower pres-
sures led to the development of smooth-bore guns for flat-plate, low-velocity
impact studies. Sandia initiated a program to use the single-stage com-
pressed-gas gun[11, 12] for plate impact studies, while Los Alamos introduced
the propellant gun [7]. Modern single-stage, light-gas gun will use compressed
helium as a driving gas to launch masses to velocities up to 1.3 km/s, while
propellant guns using nitrocellulose have the ability to launch masses to veloc-
ities up to 2.6 km/s [13]. lt is estimated that the upper limit of a propellant gun
using nitrocellulose powder as a source for high pressure combustion gas
products can be as high as 3 km/s [4,5]. The development of smooth-bore
guns effectively revolutionized the discipline of shock compression studies.
Not only were extremely well controlled and precise impact experiments possi-
ble, but it also paved the way for the development of time-resolved precision
gauges[14-16]. These gauges have allowed a determination and a better
understanding of a variety of thermophysical and mechanical properties of
materials.

The interest in increased gun launch capabilities grew in the late fifties and
early sixties, getting its impetus from the space program during its initial
stages, lt was soon realized that an important property for a propellant gas
driving the projectile is its low acoustic inertia [4,5,17]. This is equivalent to
having a high initial temperature, low effective molecular weight, and a high
initial sound speed. Hydrogen, with its low molecular weight and high sound
speed, was thus chosen as a propellant for the "high-velocity light-gas"
gun [18] which is commonly referred to as the two-stage light-gas gun. In a
two-stage light-gas gun, the hydrogen propellant in the first-stage of the gun
tube is compressed dynamically to very high pressures (-1 GPa); this high
gas pressure is then released at the base of a light projectile which is sta-
tioned at the breech end of another smaller diameter second-stage gun tube.
A detailed description and the operation of the two-stage light-gas gun is pro-
vided by Charters [4]. Velocities approaching 4 km/s were reported in this first
study. Current two-stage light-gas gun technology allows launching of 10 gm
to 20 gm projectile mass to a velocity of ~ 8 km/s, although velocities in excess
of 10 km/s have been reported for ten milligram size particles [5,19]. The gun
took about ten years to develop, and the results for the first flat plate impact
studies conducted in the laboratory [20] to determine the shock Hugoniot of
tungsten to 6 Mbar were reported in 1966.

With the space program reasonably established by the mid to late sixties, the
interest in extending launch capabilities waned and shifted towards gauge
development, their performance[14-16], and most importantly in using these
gauges to characterize material phenomena [1-3]. Gun techniques have been
used to introduce loading histories involving simple shocks, shocks followed
by release waves, reshock waves [13], and time-dependent loading profiles



[21] to stresses approaching 2.5 Mbar [22]. Gun techniques have also been
used to produce compression and shear waves simultaneously [17] in mated-
als.

RECENT HISTORY

The interest in increased velocity launch capabilities was renewed in the early
eighties, and in part was motivated by Strategic Defense Initiative research,
and concern regarding impact of micro-meteoroid and orbital debris particles
on space voyagers. Techniques that are either available or are in progress
include (i) electromagnetic techniques such as the rail-gun[23] which can
launch a few grams to 7.5 km/s, (ii) explosive techniques [24] which can
launch 1-mm thick steel plates to 9 km/s, (iii) an impact technique [25] in which
a time-dependent structured pressure pulse is generated (upon impact) to
launch 0.5-mm to 1.0 mm thick flier plates to velocities up to 12.2 km/s, (iv)
electrical discharge techniques such as the electric gun [26] which can launch
43 mg kapton flier plates to 18 km/s, (v) plasma accelerators [27] which can
launch 10"6 gm glass beads to velocities of 18 km/s, and ,(vi) Van de Graaff
accelerators [28] which can launch sub-micron size (10'° gm) particles to
over 100 km/s.

Velocity
V

Projectile
Mass M

FIGURE l

Schematicof a gun launcher

PRINCIPLEs FOR ENHANCING LAUNCHER VELOCITY

If P(t)is the driving pressure history used to propel a projectile of mass M in a
gun barrel of length L having a cross sectional area A, then it can be shown
that the projectile's terminal velocity Vcan be represented by

t

v = A_[p (t) dr (EQ 1)M
0

In a single-stage compressed-gas gun a 0.04 GPa gas pressure is used to



drive a projectile weighing approximately 1 Kg to a terminal velocity of 1.1km/s
while the combustion gaseous products from nitrocellulose propellants in a
powder gun will yield a pressure of 0.3 GPa and propel a ~ 1 Kg projectile
mass to a velocity of over 2.3 km/s. In a two-stage light-gas gun the hydroge_
propellant is dynamically compressed to a pressure of ~ 0.7 GPa to launch a
projectile mass of 10 gm to 20 gm to a velocity approaching 8 km/s [13]. lt
would seem, therefore, (See Eq. 1) that very high driving gas pressure (tens or
hundreds of GPa) would be necessary to accelerate flier plates to hyperveloc-
ities [29-32]. However, attempts to launch flier plates to high velocities using
high pressure gas have resulted in plate fragmentation [29-32]. Since the flier
plate is now subjected to driving gas pressures which are orders of magnitude
above its elastic limit, severe deformation will occur. Because the flier plate
has limited tensile strength [31-32], the non-uniformity in gas pressure loading
over the entire face of the flier plate can be sufficiently large to cause flier frag-
mentation[29-32].

There are two necessary conditions for successful launch of flier plates to
hypervelocities. First, very high pressures are needed to launch the flier plate,
and second, this loading must be nearly shockless, structured, and uniform
over the entire surface. Shockless acceleration of the plate is crucial to pre-
vent shock-induced heating and subsequent melting of the flier during the
loading process. A structured pressure pulse is needed to prevent tensile fail-
ure of the flier plate. To achieve these criteria, a graded-density material
[21,22] referred to as a "pillow" is used to impact the flier plate. When this
graded-density material is used to impact a flier plate at high velocities with a
two-stage light-gas gun, nearly shockless 100-GPa pressure pulses are intro-
duced into the flier plate[21,22,25]. The method has been used [25] to launch
a 2-mm thick titanium alloy (Ti-6AI-4V) plate to a velocity of 8.1 km/s, and a
1 mm thick aluminum alloy (6061-T6) plate to a velocity of 10.4 km/s, and a
0.4-mm thick titanium and aluminum alloy plate to a velocity of 12.2 km/s.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experimental impact configuration is shown in Figure 2. As indicated in
the figure, a two-stage light-gas gun projectile which has a pillow facing is
made to impact a thin flier plate located at the muzzle end of the barrel. The
shock impedance of the impact surface of the graded-density material is that
of a plastic (TPX) and the shock impedance of the back surface of the pillow
resembles copper or tantalum. When this graded-density material is used to
impact a titanium alloy flier plate at a velocity of ~ 6 to 7 km/s, an initial shock
of approximately 50 GPa, followed by a ramp wave to stresses over 100 GPa
is introduced into the flier plate.As shown in Figure 2, the flier plate used in
these experiments consists of a center plate made to fit exactly into a guard
ring. Two-dimensional effects due to radial release waves emanating from the



edges of the plate cause a velocity gradient across the radius of the plate. The
guard ring geometry indicated in Figure 2 allows a controlled separation of the
center plate from its edges without causing the entire flier plate to fragment.
Details of the experimental configuration are given in reference 25.
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FIGURE 2

Schematicof a graded-densityimpactor/flier-plateexperiment;inset shows a titanium
plate launchedat 11.9km/safter a traveldistanceof over350 mm

This method has been used [25] to launch a 2-mm thick titanium alloy ('Fi-6AI-
4V) plate to a velocity of 8.1 km/s, and a 1-mm thick aluminum alloy (6061-T6)
plate to a velocity of 10.4 km/s, and a 0.4-mm thick titanium and aluminum
alloy plates to a velocity of 12.2 km/s. The inset in figure 2 shows a titanium
flier plate launched at 11.9 km/s. With further improvements to this technique
launch velocities approaching 14 km/s are expected [25].
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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